Simple as 1 - 2 - 3! “Enter” driver licence information, “Click” submit “and “View” the current licence status and class result in seconds directly on the web page or mobile device. Check an entire fleet in minutes using the “Batch” process with results sent directly to your email with driver license issues highlighted for easy viewing.

Your own exclusive web portal provides 24/7 “anytime” access to ALL Canadian Provinces and Territories, keeping you in control of your fleet and your information, anytime, anywhere.

All transactions are 100% safe and secure using 256 Bit Secure Socket Layer (SSL) technology with each verification. This is the same encryption technologies used by all major banks for all internet transactions.

Looking to integrate within your own software? The functionality of VerX “Real Time” driver license verification technology can be easily integrated into existing software by using our easy to use application program interface (API) documentation. Our API has been designed to be independent of any particular programming.

The complete transaction only requires publicly available driver licence information to be supplied and verified through VerXDirect. Only the Driver License Number, Date of Birth and Class is sent directly to the provinces. No name or address information is required or received during the process of the verification. Using this standard further reduces any issues that may affect privacy.